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Subject Topics to be 
covered 

Key Learning 

 

Unit 1 
Name strip 

Students will: 
Design and make a personal and creative decorative name strip. 
Developing skills and confidence in using a wide variety of different techniques 
and materials to produce a graphic based outcome, e.g. collage, drawing 
 
 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

Select from the following activities to support the Name strip unit of work: 
1. Using magazines and newspapers collect a range of different and 

inspiring text and lettering. If possible produce an A4 collage of th 
research. 

2. Visit the website - sharesomecandy.com follow the link to 41 creative 
alphabets. Select at least one alphabet, print out the image and write out 
why you find it interesting or inspiring. 
 

 

19th Century Fiction:  
THE GOTHIC 

This is an 8 week unit where students will study extracts from several Gothic 
and 19th Century texts and one complete short story by M R James, 
supplemented by some non-fiction reading and study a moving image text from 
the same genre.  
Weeks 1&2: - Studying extracts and learning about the conventions of the 
Gothic. 
Weeks 3-5: Using a moving image text to inspire creative writing - focusing on 
planning and refining. 
Weeks 6-8: Studying M R James’ ‘Lost Hearts’  

 
 

Pre-exposure 
homework 
 
 

1. Research the Romantic and Gothic movement in Literature - pick out 
five key characteristics of the genre. 

2. Read any short story by M R James from More Ghost Stories of an 
Antiquary : .http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9629/pg9629-
images.html 

3. Make a list of the most important Gothic novels from the 19th Century. 

 

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9629/pg9629-images.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9629/pg9629-images.html


 

Unit 1:  
Principles of Nutrition and 
Health 
 

 

To understand the importance of safe hygienic practices 
To develop practical skills both as individuals and as team members by 
preparing delicious and nutritious home-cooked food. 
Students will gain knowledge of the principles of good nutrition for healthy living 
and understand the foundations of a balanced diet 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

Research the diet plans followed and eaten by the England football team or by 
an Olympic athlete of your choice. 

 

Chez Moi 

 
Students will be learning to talk about their home life and families in French. 
They will learn vocabulary to describe where they live, and what they like doing 
at home. They will then learn to talk about who they get on with at home and 
why. During this first half term we will consolidate key structures from previous 
learning, and build on grammar learning reflexive verbs and more complex 
vocabulary. 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Try to write 20 sentences in French using language you learned in year 
7 or 8.  

2. Can you remember the parts of the verb ‘to have’, and the verb ‘to be’?  
3. Can you talk about what you like/dislike and why, and can you talk about 

what you did last weekend or yesterday? 

 

Weather and Climate 
 

 

A study of important aspects of processes and ways in which they impact upon 
people.  What are weather and climate, how is weather recorded?  What is a 
micro-climate, investigation of the microclimate around the school?  Causes 
and impact of precipitation.  How weather affects human activity, including 
hurricanes. 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Watch at least 5 different weather forecasts – look for changes shown 
by the weather, what happens with wind or rain patterns and  

2. Identify 5 key terms used in a weather forecast and find out what they 
mean. 

3. Find out about a weather hazard that has happened in the last 3 months 
e.g. a hurricane in the USA 

 

Consolidation of key 
structures from year 8 
and school life  

Students will be learning to talk about their school life in German.  During this 
first half term we will consolidate key structures from previous learning, and 
start to learn more complex structures, with a particular focus on the future and 
conditional tenses. 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Try to write 15 sentences in German using language you learned in year 
8.  

2. Can you remember the parts of the verb ‘to have’, and the verb ‘to be’?  
3. Can you talk about what you like/dislike and why, and can you talk about 

yourself and family? 
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4. Research school life in Germany- how does it compare to school life in 

Britain? 

 

World War One 
 

 

Students will study some of the key aspects of World War One,  such as the 
causes of the war, recruitment and trench life.  Key historical skills, such as 
historical interpretation, will be developed. The key historical theme of Conflict & 
Resolution will shape the unit.  

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Key History Skill- causation. Undertake independent research and find 
out what the main causes of World War one are. Consider challenging 
yourself and ranking them in order of significance. 

2. Research World War One and come to the first lesson with ten 
interesting facts. 

3. Watch the web link below to learn about World War One recruitment: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7RQQS8fsbg 

 

E Safety 
 

 

My digital footprint. 
● Identify who holds information on us and what do they do with it. 
● Consider “who am I” in the digital world? 
● Online risks and Social Networking 
● The law and online behaviour 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

Read the information at https://lawstuff.org.uk/online-safety/ 
to give you advice about operating safely online 

Higher maths 

 
 

Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below 

Number, factors and 
multiples 

N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N14 

Angles, scale diagrams 
and bearings 

G1, G3, R2, G15 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7RQQS8fsbg
https://lawstuff.org.uk/online-safety/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300


 
 
 

 

Fractions and decimals N8, N10 

Pre-exposure 
Homework 

1. Find out why it useful to be able to calculate a highest common factor and 
a lowest common multiple. 

2. See if you can work out how to write a recurring decimal as a fraction 

Foundation maths 

 

Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below 

Number, factors and 
multiples 

N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N14 

Angles, scale diagrams 
and bearings 

G1, G3 

Basic Algebra A1, N3, A3, A4 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Find out what the following mean: Prime number, factor, multiple, and 
square number. 

2. Find out what parallel lines are and find 3 angle rules associated with 
them. 

 

Film Music (1) 
 

 

The unit focuses on three genres of film soundtrack: Action/Thriller 
Soundtracks, ‘Western’ Soundtracks and “Horror Movie” Soundtracks.  Pupils 
begin by exploring Leitmotifs and how they have been used to represent certain 
“characters” or “situations” in films, before exploring how Themes have been 
used in film soundtracks and performing a number of “James Bond” 
Themes.  Pupils compose their own soundtrack to the new James Bond film 
trailer “Spectre” learning how film composers use “Cue sheets” to create music 
to fit with exact timings.  

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Visit BBC Bitesize > KS3 Music > Film Music.  
2. Watch the video about composing film music. 
3. When watching films, listen carefully to the music and evaluate the 

effect music has on the scene. 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300
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Sport, Health and 
Wellbeing activities 

During PE students will develop a range of character skills associated with 
becoming a well-rounded individual. Students will participate in activities which 
aim to develop independent leadership skills within a range of activities tailored 
to the individuals/groups that will provide a purposeful pathway for students 
linked to their interests and needs.  Students will also engage with a health 
based curriculum to raise awareness of the importance of physical activity, with 
the aim for students to challenge themselves to improve levels of fitness and 
improve general wellbeing. Extracurricular and enrichment activities will be 
offered to allow students to participate in recreationally and competitively in a 
range of sporting activities linked to competition calendars. 

 

The Study of Religions -
Christianity 
 

 

An Introduction to GCSE RE at PCHS 
AQA Religious Studies Specification A 
Introduction to the key beliefs of Christianity with specific reference to how 
these beliefs influence Christians in modern British society. 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

1. Look out for news articles linked to prominent Christians and the 
Christian faith 

2. Look out for examples of where you see Christians in the local 
community.  

a. What do they do?  
b. What impact do they have?  
c. Consider why they do what they do. 

 
 

9A Genetics 
  
  
  
  
 
  
9E Making Materials 
  
  
 
  
9F Reactivity 

Following a series of lessons on symbols and conventions in science, we start 
the content of the Year 9 science course: 
●       What causes environmental variation? 
●       How is inherited variation caused? 
●       How is genetic information stored? 
●       What is Darwin’s theory of evolution? 
 
●       What makes ceramics useful? 
●       What makes polymers special? 
●       What are the problems of making and using new materials? 
●       Which materials should be recycled? 
 
●       How do you compare the reactivity of metals? 
●       How do we get energy from a chemical reaction? 
●       How do we get metals from their ores? 



 ●       What controls the rate of a reaction? 

Pre-exposure 
homework 

9A Genetics: Draw a family tree for your own family or a famous family (e.g. the 
British royal family) and write down characteristics which are similar between 
members of the family and those which are different. 

9E Making Materials:  Read the article on plastic polymers and consider 
whether think they are a good or a bad thing https://qz.com/1189422/in-
defense-of-plastic-the-worlds-most-wasteful-hazardous-downright-useful-
material/ 

9F Reactivity: Watch the video clip of beautiful chemical reactions at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQGreQyoXxI Research a local 
archeological site. Find out how we can find pure gold objects in almost perfect 
condition, but those made of iron don’t survive as long. 

 

Consolidation of key high 
frequency structures from 
year 8 and school life  

Students will be learning to talk about their school life in Spanish.  During this 
first half term we will consolidate key structures from previous learning, and 
start to learn more complex structures, with a particular focus on the future and 
conditional tenses. 

Pre-exposure 
homework 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Try to write 15 sentences in Spanish using language you learned in year 
8.  

2. Can you remember the parts of the verb ‘to have’, and the verb ‘to be’?  
3. Can you talk about what you like/dislike and why, and can you talk about 

yourself and family? 
4. Research school life in Spain- how does it compare to school life in 

Britain? 

 

Movie Marketing 
Superhero Project 
 

 

Big Picture: Disney/Marvel require you to develop a new superhero character 
for their next range of films. You are to design the character, create a teaser 
poster and a standee for the cinema entrances to attract attention for the new 
film using Illustrator for the Graphics and Techsoft 2D for the Standee, 
manufactured using the laser cutter.  

Pre-exposure 
homework 

Watch the clip on Greek Gods and superheroes and the connections that exist 
between the two. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3IOR1CfdqY Then 
complete further research on Greek Gods and Identify three Greek Gods you 
could ‘mashup’ to create your new superhero. Name the Gods, identify the 
strengths and weaknesses they have and explain why you have selected them.  

 

https://qz.com/1189422/in-defense-of-plastic-the-worlds-most-wasteful-hazardous-downright-useful-material/
https://qz.com/1189422/in-defense-of-plastic-the-worlds-most-wasteful-hazardous-downright-useful-material/
https://qz.com/1189422/in-defense-of-plastic-the-worlds-most-wasteful-hazardous-downright-useful-material/
https://qz.com/1189422/in-defense-of-plastic-the-worlds-most-wasteful-hazardous-downright-useful-material/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQGreQyoXxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQGreQyoXxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQGreQyoXxI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3IOR1CfdqY

